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Teng Ma

Constructing on-shell operator basis 
for all masses and spins

(Technion)



On-shell scattering amplitude
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Efficient in massless EFT calculations  
RG-running

γij = 0
Selection rules

Construct scalar EFT through soft  limit



On-shell amplitude basis
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Efficient in constructing operator basis of massless EFT 

𝒪d≥4

Operator basis Unfactorizable 
amplitude basis 

Massless amplitude basis is free of EOMs automatically 

p |p] = 0, p |p⟩ = 0Null EOM 

IBP redundancy can be systematically removed by 

It be constructed by the computer programs

U(N )
The amplitude basis is the basis of 
some special          representations 

(Field theory can not do it!!!)

Momentum conservation



Introduction of on-shell amplitude
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Quantum number  SU(2)l ⊗ SU(2)r ⊗ SU(2)i

= (1, 2, 2) = (2, 1, 2)

For massless spinor, its little group is    
| j] → e−iθj | j] | j⟩ → eiθj | j⟩

 External massless particle-j with helicity

 Spinor product  

hj

Massive particle-i with spin      , the amplitude should be in      indices 
symmetric representation of   

Spin 1:

Massive spinor and its LG SU(2)i

SO(3,1) Lorentz

ℳ(e−θj | j], eθj | j⟩) = e−2hjθjℳ( | j], | j⟩)

U(1)j



Massless amplitude basis
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Basic structure of massless amplitudes  

An amplitude basis just corresponds to the leading interaction of an 
operator     

Massless LG 
charged 

Massless LG 
neutral 

Gauge 
structure 

The complete amplitude bases of a scattering process can be 
obtained by finding all its independent unfactorizable amplitudes 
allowed by LG, gauge symmetry and statistic      

Three gluons

ℳ({pi, hi}) = f( | i], | i⟩)g(sij)T{α}



Massless amplitude basis
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Systematically construct the complete massless amplitude bases of N 
external particles without IBP via  

Quantum number under   
SU(2)l ⊗ SU(2)r ⊗ U(N )

A polynomial of spinors is a basis of a U(N) representation 

= (1, 2, N)

= (2, 1 , N̄)

Blue for left-handed 
spinors 



Massless amplitude basis
IBP redundancy can be removed by                            symmetry 

Holomorphic case 
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Same 
shape

Holomorphic polynomials 
are not IBP redundant



Massless amplitude basis
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IBP redundancy can be removed by                            symmetry 

The amplitude bases without IBP are the bases of the first 
U(N) representation 

IBP redundant

 Non-holomorphic case 



Problems in massless amplitude basis
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Massless EFT is not concise in describing physics at EWSB

Massless amplitude basis is fail at EWSB phase 

Troublesome in calculation at EWSB phase 

Massive EFT is more useful and convenient at EWSB phase, studying 
higher spin parties and DM 

Three massive gauge 
bosons

Infinite massless operator bases

Seven massive amplitudes

ℳ𝒪 → 𝒪ℳ
⟨H⟩ ≠ 0

𝒪ℳ



Massive amplitude basis
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The scattering amplitude can be factorized in two parts: 

(
MLGTS            

)

MLGNS

Linear in massive 
polarisation tensor

Massive LG 
charged 

Massless LG 
charged 

∈ (2si + 1,2si + 1) = SU(2)i ⊗ SU(2)r

m massive 
n massless
m
n



Massive amplitude basis
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⊂ ⊗m
i=1 =

⊂

The MLGTS                              can be classified by          representation 

The       can be completely constructed by finding all the         irreducible 
representations from the outer product of all



Massive amplitude basis
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⊂

The MLGTS can be read from above YDs. For the first one YD



Massive amplitude basis
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MLGNS

Massive LG neutral

Massless LG

MLGNS is bothered by EOM and IBP redundancy  
Construct 

massless limits 

Special

representation

IBP massless limits  EOM Original 
massive  

one to one

singlet

Number of             or    

Number of  



Massive amplitude basis
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One to one map
′�′� ′� ′�

′� − =

General shape of 

Equal to its partner 

Un-contracted spinors



Massive amplitude basis
Independence proof: 

Case I:

Case II:

Example
MLGTS
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⊂

𝒜I
[λ] . G( | j], | j⟩, pi) ≠ 𝒜I

[λ′ �] . G′�( | j], | j⟩, pi) , λ ≠ λ′�



Massive amplitude basis
Examples: 

Not valid

Only  valid
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Blue column 
length: N-2 =1



Massive amplitude basis
Total seven  



Computer programs can automatically construct it 
based on it

Summary

Propose a method to completely construct massive 
amplitude basis  
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BACK UP



On-shell amplitude basis
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IBP redundancy can be removed by                            symmetry 

IBP redundant

The amplitude basis is the basis of the first U(N) representation 

The computer programs can construct massless basis based on it

Same as YD



Dark matter detections  

Null new physics signals at the detections on ground   
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EFT

Higher spin particles 

Λ ≫ 𝒪(1)TeV

precision 
measurement 

δg = gexp − gSM ⇔ 𝒪d≥4

𝒪DM ∼ eeϕDMϕDM

𝒪 ∼ (Dμ1
e)γμ2

γμ3
eρμ1μ2μ3



Massless amplitude basis
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Basic structure of massless amplitudes  

An amplitude basis just corresponds to 
the leading interaction of a operator     

Quantum number under   SU(2)r ⊗ U(N )

Quantum number under   SU(2)l ⊗ U(N )

= (2, N)

= (2, N̄)

IBP redundancy can be systematically removed by 

ℳ({pi, hi}) = f( | i], | i⟩)g(sij)T{α}

Massless LG 
charged 

Massless LG 
neutral 

Gauge 
structure 



UV Completion 
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Toy model: a vector-like doublet fermion 

Δ Ψ2 ηH H

Effective Lagrange 

Positive Negative

For pure chiral coupling, Higgs quartic is positive.


